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The article-generalization deals with the main directions being developed in the Department of Cell Regulatory

Mechanisms during past 40 years from the moment of the Institute of Molecular Biology and Genetics of

Academy of Sciences of Ukraine organization up to our days. The main steps of space and molecular biology in

the USSR and future development of biology in Ukraine are presented in this review.
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We live in the world of relativity. The world with no ab-

solute, where extremes meet, and the notions of «what

is good» and «what is bad» are interchanged ever so fre-

quently, acquiring opposite meanings. The time period

of 40 years is also relative in our world. 40 years may be

a quiet period with hardly anything to recollect. Or it

may be turbulent, complicated, inconsistent, and unpre-

dictable. The last 40 years – the lifetime of our Institu-

te, from the moment of its uneasy launch till this, rather

relative, anniversary – happened to be within the period

that is hard even to define. These were 40 years when

the Institute in general and our department as its consti-

tuent witnessed the coming of new millenium, two radi-

cally opposite, socio-political systems and several con-

cepts, or, rather, paradigms in science. There was almost

complete alteration of generations of scientists, depart-

ments, trends, and many other things. We have been the

only department, surviving with no changes throughout

this long time.

How it all started is a topic of a separate analysis.

Still, the specificity of our Institute was its being «compo-

sed» pursuant to the State decree from a number of exis-

ting departments of different institutes. Our department

«entered» this newly organized Institution from the In-

stitute of Microbiology and Virology of the Academy

of Sciences of the Ukrainian SSR. The subject-matter of

the department was rather ambiguous. The evident basis

was extraterrestrial biology, while promising results we-

re obtained in the field of molecular biology (at the level

of possibilities of that time).

The time of preparation to the establishment of the

future Institute and the first stages of its formation coin-

cided with the (worldwide) start of extraterrestrial bio-

logy. The latter had not existed until the first flights of

satellites (if not consider quasi-scientific fictions, Tsiol-

kovsky’s dreams, and popular scientific articles about

some indefinite, though definitely wonderful, future).

Extraterrestrial biology was created «from scratch». The

absence of technical possibilities, i. e. artificial satelli-

tes of the Earth, at those times had ruled out its possible

precedence. So, several young people got armed with re-

markable age-related adventurism and decided to Start.

The principal initiators of the Start were the employees

of Korolev’s company – a gigantic organizing-enginee-

ring-coordinating structure in Podlipki. The author joi-

ned this «working group» at their invitation. We were

provided with the «board» (with the tightest possible

limits of weights and sizes) and financing. All the rest –

any fancies, ideas, design-engineering, methodological

and scientific solutions – was solely ours. While the In-

stitute was being created, this work was already in pro-

gress. And Kyiv was actually the main scientific center
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of this work. The initial fundamental basics of extrater-

restrial biology were created by us: the study on the im-

pact of a cosmic flight on developing organisms (which

are not at rest, contrary to what other scientists set as

their foundation); the correlation between the time of

flight and the time of individual development; the ideo-

logy, technical decisions and implementation of experi-

ments, singling out the conditions of a cosmic flight «in

pure form», the first devices of universal and multi-pur-

pose use for the study on biological objects during an ac-

tual cosmic flight (applied by all the Soviet specialists

in their experiments aboard); the principles of conduc-

ting these experiments and their application, etc. Some-

times as few as several months passed from the idea to

setting an actual experiment aboard. We took decisions

(and guaranteed) that we would respect these deadlines,

often not even having a scratch. It was based on the prin-

ciples of our work. We were absolutely sure that every

problem could be solved. It was just the matter of fin-

ding this solution and implementing it. We did find the-

se solutions, we did implement them. That is how we dis-

covered how to «balance» the ground control with the

experiment aboard despite seemingly unsolvable prob-

lem – the sedimentation on the Earth and its absence in

zero gravity for microorganisms, growing in the nutrient

medium. As a result we obtained a strong evidence of

the impact of the Flight itself. It was experimentally pro-

ven that besides the obvious vector impact on all the li-

ving things, the gravity also has a non-vector effect,

which does not depend on the size of the object and its

location in space. We discovered the conditions to provi-

de plants with «moisture regime» in zero gravity, where

water floats in the air and spreads over the surface with-

out «weight-related» limits – and the first plant, ever blos-

soming in space, was in our experiment. The depart-

ment formulated the main principle of estimating, plan-

ning and forecasting the state of organisms aboard spa-

cecrafts. Its essence was to strengthen the tendency, set

forth while conducting the experiment on the Earth. If

the created conditions were optimal, the growth (and

other indices) in zero gravity (now commonly called

microgravity) was enhanced and more intense than on

the Earth. If the initial conditions were not optimal, un-

favorable – the growth aboard declined. All this did not

just happen «in general», but in comparison with the

adequate control on the Earth. It was demonstrated that

in complex multicomponent biological systems the rela-

tions between the components changed, and microorga-

nisms become aggressive towards higher eukaryotes.

Actually that was the time of establishing the principal

specificities and regularities of the organism’s existence

in conditions of a cosmic flight [1–6]. At that period

American researchers in the field of extraterrestrial bio-

logy were far behind us. However, gradually the Space

race between the USSR and the USA faded away. The

priority military significance was attributed to other ques-

tions. Technically, neither developing of new planets

(starting with the Moon), nor creation of technological

extraterrestrial production at current technical possibili-

ties was possible; the expenses were ever increasing and

became unmanageable, and the economic and military

sense was vague and indefinite. The Lunar rockets Saturn

S5, produced in the USA, were not used for lunar pro-

grammes, save those for prestigious astronauts’ flights. In

the USSR, after one successful flight, the multi-use Buran

space shuttle was dismissed and destroyed with time. The

Soyuz, Mir, and Salyut space stations used up all their

resources, entered dense atmosphere and ceased to exist,

etc. The department was gradually winding down its

work in the field of extraterrestrial biology and moving

to molecular biology. This work started with our re-

search on biological effects of exogenous RNA. The re-

sults of the effects – growth stimulation, phenotype chan-

ge – were extremely unstable and even paradoxical in

some cases [7–9]. These were the first foregoers of

RNA technologies. However, their time was yet to co-

me. Since stable reproducible results were not achie-

ved, the work in this area was terminated. It was more

interesting to study the possibility of transforming plants

using DNA. In collaboration with V. V. Morgun we ob-

tained the transformation effect in corn [10]. The effi-

ciency was not high. This work took too much time –

even the minimal cycle of one research lasted a year (a

plant had to pass the whole vegetation cycle, and the ge-

netic analysis required the second generation). There

was no precision in transferring required and economi-

cally valuable properties during «total transformation».

The transformation via processing of the recipient by

the genetic material, isolated from the donor, was not

developed. However, at that time the world already had

the first perfect systems of plant transformation on the

basis of Ò³ plasmid of Àgrobacterium tumefaciens – the
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world entered the era of transgenic plants [11, 12]. We

set up the same system [14].

However, it was the time of Epoch change – the time

when a great super-state, the USSR, passed away. Its

place was taken by certain «post-Soviet space» where so-

me new states were formed. The state of Ukraine emer-

ged. The time of the country’s formation and the first

years of its development are always inevitably critical

in either aspect – economically, politically, socially,

psychologically, etc. The beginning is always hard and

complicated. As for transgenic plants, it was also the

time of protests, fears and prohibitions toward them

throughout the world. The technologies of obtaining

transgenic plants were soon closed by multi-level pa-

tent rights. There was no chance to do something actual

because of the absence of both conditions to conduct any

work and the criterion of being relevant. Still we did work

in the field of gene technologies by a wide margin. One of

them did find its niche to the full extent. The 1980’s wit-

nessed the establishment of industrial implementation of

gene technologies. There were the first genetically mo-

dified animals and plants. There was the launch of pro-

duction of «recombinant proteins» – first of all, the hu-

man products required for medicine, as well as the pro-

ducts of other organisms for food and chemical indust-

ries. At that time the optimal technological solutions

were not evident yet, and the potential of plasmid (tar-

get gene, located on plasmid) and phage (target gene,

located on bacteriophage) technologies was worked

upon and discussed for some time. This contest was

won by plasmid technologies, as nobody in the world

managed to elaborate practically convenient, simple and

low-cost phage technologies. However, we managed to

create such a technology: phage-dependent biosynthe-

sis of proteins and peptides [16–20]. We elaborated,

checked and introduced it into production. This is the

technology of producing human interferon �2� in Uk-

raine [21]. We formulated the idea of gene therapy of

mass pathologies [22, 23]. Surely, now universal nature

of gene therapy is obvious. Yet in the beginning it was li-

mited only to hereditary monogenic diseases and was

named human gene engineering. We triggered the idea

and experimental work on gene therapy of insulin-de-

pendent diabetes and atherosclerosis [24–29]. The chan-

ge of Epochs, Systems and financial tsunami because

of them blocked this work for a long time. Now it is de-

veloping, and the work related to diabetes is close to its

technological completion.

All along we have been developing our own, unique

vision of the living beings. The first stage in the forma-

tion of this vision was an analysis of evolution and sta-

tus of the Biosphere. In 1982 the Evolution and Biosphe-

re monograph was published [30], which considered the

evolution from the point of view of horizontal transfer of

genetic information within the integrated and inter-

convertible informational system – the Biosphere. The-

se ideas were developed and generalized as time went

on. At the moment of monograph publication, similar

ideas were accepted to a limited degree, and only for

prokaryotes, so the author was criticized immensely and

harshly. Gradually these ideas were experimentally pro-

ven and today they are actually acknowledged worldwi-

de. The next stage in the development of the new vision

was the formation of ideas about the organism as a spe-

cial unified internally-closed informational system. The

system, where all organism cells are united not only by

trophic and signaling connections but also by the com-

mon interconvertible system. At first it was the subject

of several publications [31–33]. These were followed by

a generalizing monograph – «Our «Shagreen leather»

is our problem. We have to solve it ourselves» [34].

Later these ideas were experimentally developed and

theoreti- cally improved [35–37].

It is obvious that these ideas cannot be commonly

accepted on the spot. The biosphere is a common infor-

mational system. Therefore, for the wholeness of concep-

tions about it, we formulated new notions, related to the

microworld – microcenoses [38–41]. At present there are

enough scientific data and experimental proofs to con-

firm them.

Everything in the world develops not «according to

the plan», but in the way, inconceivable for us – simulta-

neously, along the whole field of human civilization, «all

of a sudden» and irregularly. The biotechnology gra-

dually changed in a similar way. Having started mille-

nnia ago with production of sour milk, baking bread

with yeasts, and wine-making, it had the first high rise

one hundred years ago, with the development of fermen-

tation industry and the launch of «microbiological in-

dustry». Then there was rapid extension of the industry

and increased interest to it due to Fleming’s discovery

of penicillin. Finally, the next world-leading stage ca-
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me – the combination of gene technologies as univer-

sal creation and production of «recombinant» products

and transgenic organisms.

At the beginning of new millenium there was extre-

mely rapid development of cell technologies. Nowa-

days we witness vigorous incorporation of cell and gene

technologies. A Human Being is a target of these research

and application. Still in a vague form, but clearly objec-

tive, the task is set – complete technological arrange-

ment of a human being. This is why the fundamental sci-

ence is applied in full measure and a principally new

area is being formed – Fundamental Biotechnology. The

task of the fundamental science is to study. To study! To

study everything a human can possibly reach. The task

of the fundamental biotechnology is to control all the

li- ving beings in the full scale. To control and govern!

A human being, first and foremost. For the time being, it

is absolutely humanistic approach: to protect, to cure,

to restore, but in the foreseeable future – to transform,

to modify, to reproduce, and all the rest to be possibly

thought of. By historical standards, the development of

this trend is explosive. To date there observed an inte-

gration of some sections of biotechnology for the pur-

pose of completing this task. One of these unions is the

interpenetration of gene, cell and signaling technolo-

gies. There are no separate parts in the organism, every-

thing interacts, inter-coordinates, interchanges, etc. In

this area, the department was elaborating the cytokine

therapy (restoration of blood supply of the ischemic kid-

ney) [42–43], gene therapy (simulations of diabetes and

atherosclerosis) [22–29], cell therapy (on the basis of the

protocol of obtaining mesenchymal multipotent cells

from gelatin of Wharton) [44]. As for the precise techno-

logical support (purification, testing, delivery, etc.), we

set up and are developing the technology of recombi-

nant single-strand monoclonal antibodies [45–47]. Now

we started uniting all these to obtain the «inter…»-

effects – the elaboration of technologies of applying ge-

netically modified cells on the background of cytokine

field in the damaged part of the organism to reconstruct

the desired using stem cells of the same organism. At

the beginning, the laboratory animals were used. Still, a

new level has already been launched, as these studies

are organized in cooperation with medical institutions.

World science and technologies set «large-scale» tasks

and solve everything to the fullest extent. Fundamental

biology has already «disassembled» a human being into

all his constituents – organs, tissues, macromolecules,

metabolism pathways, signaling chains and cascades,

hereditary apparatus, and all the rest. This «disassemb-

ly» is as deep as the quantum level, and this process will

go deeper and wider. Meanwhile, fundamental biotech-

nology starts assembling the human being out of all his

constituents. As of now, the level is rather limited: intro-

duction of new genes into the existing genome; gene re-

placement; synthesis of minigenomes starting with the

mycoplasmal one; substitution of damaged cells with

new ones; introduction of genetically modified cells to

restore tissue structures and organ functions; changing

the effect of signaling pathways via target cytokine-re-

ceptor transformation, etc. All these are being develo-

ped with such a rate that the process is flash-like not on-

ly by historical standards, but also on the scale of the hu-

man life. This is the field, where a new stage of depart-

ment work is getting its beginning. Working in it, we are

simultaneously the creators, implementers and objects.

That is our perspective.

Â. À. Êîðäþì

40 ðîê³â ó äâîõ åïîõàõ äâîõ òèñÿ÷îë³òü

Ðåçþìå

Â îãëÿä³ îïèñàíî îñíîâí³ íàóêîâ³ íàïðÿìêè, ÿê³ ðîçðîáëåíî ó â³ää³-

ë³ ðåãóëÿòîðíèõ ìåõàí³çì³â êë³òèíè çà ìèíóë³ 40 ðîê³â – ç ìîìåí-

òó îðãàí³çàö³¿ ²íñòèòóòó ìîëåêóëÿðíî¿ á³îëîã³¿ ³ ãåíåòèêè ÍÀÍ

Óêðà¿íè. Ïðåäñòàâëåíî òàêîæ ãîëîâí³ åòàïè ñòàíîâëåííÿ êîñ-

ì³÷íî¿ ³ ìîëåêóëÿðíî¿ á³îëîã³¿ â ÑÐÑÐ òà ïîäàëüøèé ðîçâèòîê á³î-

ëîã³÷íî¿ íàóêè â Óêðà¿í³.

Êëþ÷îâ³ ñëîâà: êîñì³÷íà á³îëîã³ÿ, ìîëåêóëÿðíà á³îëîã³ÿ, ãåííà

òåðàï³ÿ, òðàíñãåíí³ ðîñëèíè, á³îòåõíîëîãèÿ.

Â. À. Êîðäþì

40 ëåò â äâóõ ýïîõàõ äâóõ òûñÿ÷åëåòèé

Ðåçþìå

Â ïðèâåäåííîì îçîðå îïèñàíû îñíîâíûå íàó÷íûå íàïðàâëåíèÿ,

ðàçðàáàòûâàåìûå â îòäåëå ðåãóëÿòîðíûõ ìåõàíèçìîâ êëåòêè çà

ïðîøåäøèå 40 ëåò – ñ ìîìåíòà îðãàíèçàöèè Èíñòèòóòà ìîëåêó-

ëÿðíîé áèîëîãèè è ãåíåòèêè ÍÀÍ Óêðàèíû. Ïðåäñòàâëåíû òàê-

æå ãëàâíûå ýòàïû ñòàíîâëåíèÿ êîñìè÷åñêîé è ìîëåêóëÿðíîé

áèîëîãèè â ÑÑÑÐ è äàëüíåéøåå ðàçâèòèå áèîëîãè÷åñêîé íàóêè â

Óêðàèíå.

Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà: êîñìè÷åñêàÿ áèîëîãèÿ, ìîëåêóëÿðíàÿ áèîëî-

ãèÿ, ãåííàÿ òåðàïèÿ, òðàíñãåííûå ðàñòåíèÿ, áèîòåõíîëîãèÿ.
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